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Ion cyclotron emission~ICE! has been observed during neutral beam-heated supershots in the
Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR! @Phys. Rev. Lett.72, 3526 ~1994!# deuterium–tritium
campaign at fusion product cyclotron harmonics. The emission originates from the outer midplane
edge plasma, where fusion products initially have an anisotropic velocity distribution, sharply
peaked at a sub-Alfve´nic speed. It is shown that the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability, resulting
in the generation of obliquely propagating fast Alfve´n waves at fusion product cyclotron harmonics,
can occur under such conditions. The time evolution of the growth rate closely follows that of the
observed ICE amplitude. Instability is suppressed if the fusion products undergo a moderate degree
of thermalization, or are isotropic. In contrast, the super-Alfve´nic fusion products present in the
outer midplane of the Joint European Torus~JET! @Nucl. Fusion33, 1365 ~1993!# can drive the
instability if they are isotropic or have a broad speed distribution. This may help to account for the
observation that fusion product-driven ICE in JET persists for longer than fusion product-driven
ICE in TFTR supershots.@S1070-664X~96!01002-1#

I. INTRODUCTION

Wave activity in the tens of MHz range has been ob-
served during recent pure deuterium and deuterium–tritium
~D–T! experiments on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
~TFTR!.1–4 The observed spectra have a clearly defined har-
monic structure, the harmonic spacings corresponding to the
cyclotron frequencies of either fusion ions or injected beam
ions near the outer midplane plasma edge. In high current
~*1 MA! discharges, for typically 100 ms after the onset of
neutral beam injection~NBI!, the spectral peak frequencies
correspond to fusion ion cyclotron frequencies and their se-
quential low harmonics: at later times, the spectra become
increasingly dominated by emission at beam ion harmonics.
It appears reasonable to infer that the temporal evolution of
these wave spectra reflects the temporal evolution of the
various energetic ion populations responsible for the emis-
sion. Similar wave activity, commonly referred to as ion cy-
clotron emission~ICE!, has been observed in previous TFTR
experiments,5 and in many other laboratory6–8 and space9–11

plasmas. In all cases, observations of ICE are associated with
the presence of a minority population of energetic ions, aris-
ing from fusion reactions or NBI in the case of tokamaks,
and from natural acceleration processes in the case of space
plasmas. Observations of ICE in tokamaks have significant
diagnostic consequences for alpha particle physics. In par-
ticular, models for the structure and evolution of the alpha
particle population in velocity space and real space must be
consistent with the observation that fusion product-driven
ICE originates from the outer plasma edge, rather than the
plasma center. The apparent absence of beam ion-driven ICE

in the plasma center also conveys information about the ve-
locity space structure of the beam ion population in that re-
gion.

In contrast to TFTR, ICE observed in the Joint European
Torus ~JET!8 appears to be driven predominantly by fusion
products, and its spectral character does not change signifi-
cantly in time during the course of a single discharge. The
magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability,12–15 which involves
the excitation of electromagnetic waves on the fast Alfve´n
and ion Bernstein branches at cyclotron harmonics of an en-
ergetic ion species, has been proposed as a mechanism for
the generation of fusion product-driven ICE observed in JET.
Other mechanisms have been proposed to account for the
JET observations, based on relativistic mass effects,16 and
the spatial localization of Alfve´nic eigenmodes.17 The latter
concept has also been invoked to account for the observed
features of fusion product-driven ICE in TFTR.18 In this pa-
per we concentrate on the magnetoacoustic cyclotron insta-
bility. The theory of this instability, originally restricted to
the case of strictly perpendicular propagation with respect to
the magnetic field,12–14 was generalized in Ref. 15 to the
case of large but otherwise arbitrary propagation angles. In
Refs. 8 and 15, it was proposed that ICE in JET is driven by
centrally born fusion alpha particles that have undergone
large drift orbit excursions to the outer midplane edge. The
edge plasma is only accessible to alpha particles with a nar-
row range of energies and pitch angles, and so the alpha
particle velocity distribution is particularly unstable in that
region. This picture is consistent with early general predic-
tions of alpha particle behavior in tokamak plasmas,19,20and
with specific alpha particle orbit calculations.8 The general-
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ized theory of the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability can
account for several hitherto unexplained features of the JET
data, notably the excitation of waves at the alpha particle
cyclotron frequency, and the splitting of harmonic emission
lines. These successes suggest strongly that a similar excita-
tion mechanism is responsible for fusion product-driven ICE
in TFTR. In the case of perpendicular propagation, the mag-
netoacoustic cyclotron instability can only occur if the ener-
getic ions have a nonmonotonic distribution of speeds per-
pendicular to the magnetic field, strongly peaked at a super-
Alfvénic value.12–14 Simulations of deuterium–tritium
experiments in TFTR indicate that the birth speed of fusion
alpha particles is about one-half of the local Alfve´n speed at
the outer plasma edge@see Fig. 4~j! of Ref. 21#: the birth
speeds of tritons~T! and helium-3 nuclei~3He! are lower
still. During the first 100–200 msec of high-power deuterium
neutral beam experiments on TFTR, wave emission was ob-
served at low cyclotron harmonics of3He.2,3 These observa-
tions clearly indicate that ICE can be driven by sub-Alfve´nic
fusion products. In the present paper we demonstrate that the
generalized theory of the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instabil-
ity developed in Ref. 15 includes a viable mechanism for
sub-Alfvénic fusion product-driven ICE in TFTR.

In Ref. 4 we proposed a predominantly electrostatic
mechanism for the observed beam-driven component of ICE
in TFTR, which requires the~greatly sub-Alfvénic! beam
ions to have an extremely narrow distribution of speeds par-
allel to the magnetic field. It appears reasonable to invoke
such distributions for the beam ions in the edge plasma, close
to the point of beam injection: this provides a further ex-
ample of the diagnostic application of ICE. We point out in
Sec. II that centrally born fusion ions that undergo large ex-
cursion orbits to the edge plasma will inevitably have a non-
negligible spread of parallel speeds, even before they have
undergone significant collisional relaxation. The instability
identified in Ref. 4 cannot, therefore, account for the ob-
served generation of ICE by sub-Alfve´nic fusion products in
TFTR, and we are thus led to a reexamination of the mag-
netoacoustic cyclotron instability. Following a summary of
the theory of this instability in Sec. III, we present in Sec. IV
numerical and analytical solutions of the appropriate disper-
sion relation, which demonstrate that the magnetoacoustic
cyclotron instability can be driven by an anisotropic distri-
bution of sub-Alfvénic fusion ions. In Sec. IV we also exam-
ine the dependence of the instability growth rate on the width
in velocity space of the fusion ion distribution, and demon-
strate that the time evolution of the maximum growth rate
closely follows that of the ICE amplitude observed in several
TFTR supershot discharges. By proving in Sec. V that the
instability cannot occur if the fusion ions are both sub-
Alfvénic and isotropic, we obtain a further constraint on the
distribution function of those ions in the edge plasma. In Sec.
VI we conclude that our analysis provides an explanation of
the fact that fusion product-driven ICE in JET persists
throughout Ohmic and NBI-heated discharges,8 whereas fu-
sion product-driven ICE in TFTR supershot discharges is
essentially transient.

II. FUSION ION DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE EDGE
PLASMA

The maximum radial excursionrmax of a centrally born
fusion product is given approximately by19,22

rmax.R0~2.9rq/R0!
2/3, ~1!

whereR0 is the plasma major radius,r is the fusion product
Larmor radius, andq is the tokamak safety factor, assumed
to be independent of minor radial distancer .19 Thus, we may
take

q.
aBf

R0Bu
5
2pa2

R0

Bf

m0I p
, ~2!

wherea is the plasma minor radius,Bf , Bu are the toroidal
and poloidal components of the magnetic field,I p is the
plasma current, andm0 is the vacuum permeability. Equation
~2! provides a somewhat crude average value forq, since in
reality it is strongly r dependent, ranging from approxi-
mately unity on the magnetic axis to about 5–6 at the plasma
edge@see Fig. 1~k! of Ref. 21#. For the deuterium–tritium
experiments in TFTR the relevant parameters area50.87 m,
R052.52 m,Bf55.0 T, andI p52.0 MA,1 and so, according
to Eq. ~2!, we haveq.3.75. Fusion products that undergo
large radial excursions have pitch anglesc lying close to the
trapped–passing boundary, so that sinc.1,8,19,20and there-
fore r is evaluated in Eq.~2! for v'.va , wherev' is the
velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field and
va is the birth speed. Given that tritons, helium-3 nuclei, and
alpha particles are born with energies of 1.0, 0.82, and 3.6
MeV, respectively,10 and using the values ofBf , R0, a, and
q given above, we can infer from Eq.~1! that rmax.1.05a
~T!, 0.62a ~3He!, and 1.11a ~4He!. This implies that newly
born tritons and alpha particles can undergo large excursion
orbits from the plasma center to the plasma edge, while
helium-3 nuclei cannot: a similar conclusion was reached in
the case of D–T experiments in JET.8 We note, however, that
the figures quoted above are based on the model approxima-
tion of constantq, and we cannot rule out the possibility of
centrally born helium-3 nuclei reaching the edge plasma. In
any case, the fusion ion production profile, although peaked
on the magnetic axis, has a finite radial width, and, in view
of the monotonic increase ofq with r , it is reasonable to
assume that the radial excursions of helium-3 nuclei created
off axis will be larger than those created on axis.

The values obtained above forrmax, and the finite width
of the fusion ion production profile, suggest that fusion tri-
tons and alpha particles with a broad range of energies below
their respective birth energies can reach the edge plasma of
TFTR. The growth rate of the magnetoacoustic cyclotron
instability depends critically on the narrowness of the fusion
ion velocity distributionf a .

15 Immediately after the onset of
neutral beam injection, fusion ions will be created in the
plasma with a very narrow range of energies, centered on the
birth energies quoted above. As the discharge progresses, the
fusion reactivity continues to rise steadily for about 400 ms
@see Fig. 2~a! of Ref. 1#, providing a continuous supply of
essentially monoenergetic fusion ions that can penetrate the
edge plasma. At the same time, fusion ions created earlier in
the discharge will have undergone collisional degradation,
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and the resulting spread inf a will tend to suppress the mag-
netoacoustic cyclotron instability. There are two critical time
scales here:tN , the rise time of the neutron emission; and
tslow, the fusion ion slowing-down time. In early generic
discussions of alpha particle-driven instabilities, Sigmar,23

Kolesnichenko,24 and Cordeyet al.25 pointed out that if
tslow,tN , the energy distribution of fusion products will be
broadened by collisions before it can be replenished by
newly created monoenergetic ions, thus switching off any
velocity–space instability. In the course of a single large ex-
cursion orbit, a fusion ion spends most of its time close to the
banana tips, far from the plasma center~see, e.g., Fig. 14 of
Ref. 8!. The collisional degradation of such ions is thus de-
termined by the value oftslow close to the plasma edge: from
Fig. 4~i! of Ref. 21, we find thattslow.150 ms for alpha
particles in the edge plasma of TFTR. The neutron emission
rise time can be estimated from the slope of Fig. 2~a! in Ref.
1. DefiningtN to beFN(t)/ḞN(t), whereFN is the neutron
flux, we find thattN is initially about 50 ms, and increases to
about 500 ms in the phase whereFN rises toward its peak
value, before tending to infinity asFN approaches quasi-
steady state. The neutron emission rise time is less than the
alpha particle slowing-down time for about the first 100 ms
of the discharge, during which fusion ion-driven ICE is ob-
served. This suggests that the temporal evolution of the ICE
is indeed determined by the competing effects of fusion re-
activity and collisional degradation.

We can place the above argument on a more quantitative
footing as follows by considering a specific, simple model
for the temporal evolution off a in the region of fusion ion
production. Neglecting temporal variations in the bulk
plasma parameters, particle losses, departures from isotropy,
and diffusion inv space, and assuming that the fusion ions
are created with a unique speedva , we can follow Sigmar23

in writing a model distribution,

f a~v,t !5
ts
4p

S0@ t2T~v !#

v31vc
3 H@v2V~ t !#H~va2v !, ~3!

whereS0 is the production rate of fusion ions per unit vol-
ume;H is the Heaviside function;T(v) andV(t) are, respec-
tively, given by

T~v !5
ts
3
logS va

31vc
3

v31vc
3D , ~4!

V~ t !5@~va
31vc

3!exp~23t/ts!2vc
3#1/3; ~5!

and expressions for the collision timets and critical velocity
vc can be found in Ref. 26. The speed distribution at a given
t depends on the fusion ion production rate at the retarded
time t2T(v). An appropriate analytical representation of the
functionS0(t) is one that is broadly consistent with the ob-
served neutron emission. Figure 1 shows the time evolution
of the 14 MeV neutron fluxFN measured during a D–T
neutral beam-heated discharge in TFTR.1 The dashed line in
this figure is the functionR0 sin

2~pt/2t0!, with R0 equal to
the maximum observed neutron flux andt05500 ms. Given
that FN(t)}S0(t), we infer from Fig. 1 that
S0(t>0)}sin2~pt/2t0! is a fairly accurate representation of

the alpha particle production rate in TFTR. We thus have,
according to Eq.~3!, a model fusion product distribution of
the form

f a~v,t !}
sin2@p@ t2T~v !#/2t0#

v31vc
3 H@v2V~ t !#H~va2v !.

~6!

We have evaluated this expression for the case of alpha par-
ticles in TFTR, withva.1.33107 ms21 . The parametervc
depends on the electron temperatureTe , while ts depends on
bothTe and the electron densityne . As we discussed earlier
in this section, the collisional evolution of those fusion ions
that can reach the edge plasma is determined predominantly
by the values of plasma parameters close tor5a. Thus, fol-
lowing Figs. 1~c! and 1~d! in Ref. 21, we setTe53 keV and
ne5231019 m23. With t0 set equal to 500 ms, we then have
all the parameters we require in order to evaluatef a in Eq.
~6!. Figure 2 shows the alpha particle speed distribution at
various times aftert50. As expected,f a at v5va rises rap-
idly, but the width of the distribution also increases. Defining
Dv to be the full width off a(v) at half-maximum, we find in
the case of Fig. 2 thatDv rises from 0.03va at t550 ms to
0.26va at t5300 ms. In general,Dv depends on both colli-
sional effects~ts andvc! and the fusion reactivity rise time
~t0 in our model!.

The argument outlined above is somewhat crude, ne-
glecting as it does many important effects. For example, we
have neglected the velocity spread in the fusion product
population arising from the finite temperature of the reacting
nuclei. Also, we would expect the electron temperature to
rise rapidly during the first few hundred milliseconds of the
discharge, and so the values adopted above forts and vc
should be regarded as temporal and spatial averages. We
could, in principle, take into account other effects, such as
particle losses and velocity–space diffusion. However, our
aim here is to establish whether or not the essential features
of fusion product-driven ICE in TFTR can be understood in
terms of fusion product populations which are described in
terms of a very small number of free parameters~Te , ne and

FIG. 1. Solid line: 14 MeV neutron flux measured during a D–T neutral
beam-heated discharge in TFTR~Ref. 1!. Dashed line: the function
R0 sin

2~pt/2t0!, with R0 equal to the maximum observed neutron flux and
t05500 ms. The neutral beams were switched on att50.
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t0!. In the next three sections we examine quantitatively the
possibility that sub-Alfve´nic fusion products with a sharply
peaked velocity distribution can drive the magnetoacoustic
cyclotron instability, and thus be responsible for ICE.

III. THEORY OF INSTABILITY FOR OBLIQUE
PROPAGATION

Fast Alfvén ~magnetoacoustic! waves propagating at
large angles with respect to the magnetic field can be excited
at frequencies lying close to harmonics of the cyclotron fre-
quency of an energetic ion population whose velocity-space
distribution is non-Maxwellian: hence the term ‘‘magnetoa-
coustic cyclotron instability.’’ In Ref. 15, numerical and ana-
lytical solutions of the appropriate dispersion relation were
obtained for the case of a normalized energetic ion distribu-
tion of the form

f a5
1

2p3/2uv r
expS 2

~v i2vd!
2

v r
2 D d~v'2u!, ~7!

wherev i is the parallel velocity component andu, vd , v r are
constants that, respectively, define the perpendicular speed,
average parallel drift speed, and parallel velocity spread of
the energetic ions. Equation~7! appears to contain a suffi-
ciently large number of free parameters to provide a reason-
able first approximation to the fusion ion velocity distribu-
tion in the edge plasma of TFTR. Calculations of large
excursion orbits in JET8 indicate thatf a in the edge plasma
is nonzero in a narrow, wedge-shaped region of (v i ,v')
space, centered on a finite negative value ofv i ~also see Ref.
20!. We thus havevdÞ0, and v r gives a measure of the
spread of parallel velocities within the large excursion
wedge. Ifrmax&a, as is the case for fusion products in JET,
the wedge is always small, since the edge plasma is only
accessible to ions with pitch angles lying close to the

trapped–passing boundary and energies lying close to the
birth energy~see Fig. 15 in Ref. 8!. If, on the other hand,
rmax.a, which we have shown to be the case for alpha par-
ticles and tritons in TFTR, the large excursion wedge occu-
pies a larger area of (v i ,v') space. If the energy distribution
of fusion ions in the center of the plasma is sufficiently
broad, the large excursion wedge will be evenly populated.
These considerations, coupled with the arguments presented
in Sec. II, suggest that the effective value ofv r increases
with time.

The results presented in Ref. 15 are based on the ap-
proximation that the wave electric field is polarized in the
plane perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. This ap-
proximation excludes the possibility of Landau damping, and
means that the results are only strictly self-consistent if the
propagation angle of the wave relative to the magnetic field
direction is large. However, bulk ion cyclotron damping and
electron transit time damping are included in the analysis. It
is assumed that the bulk plasma consists of electrons and a
single ion species, both of which have Maxwellian distribu-
tions. Strictly speaking, the theory must be modified if non-
Maxwellian beam ions~tritons or deuterons! are present in
the plasma. Since, however, beam ions constitute only a
small fraction of the ion density in the edge plasma of TFTR
supershots@see, e.g., Fig. 1~d! of Ref. 21#, their contribution
to bulk plasma damping can be safely neglected. In the limit
of small j[na/ni , wherena ,ni are the energetic and bulk
ion number densities, one can obtain the following expres-
sion for the growth or damping rateg corresponding to Eq.
~7!:

g5
vpa
2

vpi
2

V i
4

@V i1~v2V i !Ni
2#@V i2~v1V i !Ni

2#

3S lVa

kiv r
M l2

2u2

v r
2 h lNl D Ap

2v
e2h l

2
. ~8!

In this expression, cyclotron and plasma frequencies are de-
noted byV andvp , the subscriptsi anda referring as before
to bulk and energetic ions;Ni5kicA/v, whereki is the par-
allel component of the wave vector,cA is the Alfvén speed,
andv is the wave frequency;h l5(v2kivd2 lVa)/kiv r ; l
is a positive integer such thatlVa is the energetic ion cyclo-
tron harmonic lying closest tov; andMl ,Nl are given by

Ml52l
v

V i
S Jl821 1

za
2 ~ l 22za

2 !Jl
2D

22
v22V i

2

V i
2

JlJl8

za
@ l 2N'

22~za
222l 2!Ni

2#

1
2JlJl8

za
~za

222l 2!, ~9!

Nl522l
v

V i

JlJl8

za
1

v22V i
2

V i
2 FNi

2S l 2Jl2za
2 1Jl8

2D
1N'

2
l 2Jl

2

za
2 G1

l 2Jl
2

za
2 1Jl8

2, ~10!

FIG. 2. Alpha particle speed distribution at various times, according to Eq.
~6!: ~a! t550 ms; ~b! t5100 ms;~c! t5200 ms; and~d! t5300 ms. The
relevant parameters areTe53 keV, ne5231019 m23, andt05500 ms.
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whereN'5k'cA/v andJl is the Bessel function of orderl ,
with argument za5k'u/Va , k' being the perpendicular
component of the wave vector. The wave frequency is given
by

v25
1

2
cA
2 Fk21ki

21k2ki
2
cA
2

V i
2

1AS k21ki
21k2ki

2
cA
2

V i
2D 224k2ki

2G , ~11!

where k25ki
21k'

2 . Positive values ofg imply instability.
The quantityNl is usually positive, and therefore destabiliz-
ing, only if hl,0, i.e. v2kivd, lVa . The sign of theMl

term, on the other hand, depends on the values ofl andza ,
but for any particular harmonic is independent of the sign of
hl .

15 Let us now examine whether or not linear instability
can occur in the re´gime of interest to TFTR, using both nu-
merical solutions of the full dispersion relation given in Ref.
15 and the approximate expressions given above.

IV. STABILITY OF ANISOTROPIC FUSION IONS IN
TFTR

We noted in the Introduction that the birth speedva of
fusion alpha particles is smaller thancA at the outer edge of
the TFTR plasma. Since the parameteru defined in Eq.~7!
cannot be greater thanva , it follows thatu,cA . More pre-
cisely, from Fig. 4~j! of Ref. 21, we find thatu&0.55cA .
When the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability occurs, it
does so at wave numbers such that thel th cyclotron har-
monic of the fusion ions lies close to the fast magnetoacous-
tic wave frequency, which, according to Eq.~11!, is approxi-
mately equal tok'cA . The corresponding value of the
parameterza is lu/cA . Equation~8! indicates that the mag-
nitude of any growth or damping is determined essentially by
the values ofMl andNl at za. lu/cA : for u/cA&0.55 and
l54, say, we havelu/cA&2.2, in which case bothM4 andN4
are very small~see Fig. 5 of Ref. 15!. In general, although
both growth and damping can occur at any cyclotron har-
monic, the peak magnitude ofg falls off extremely rapidly
with l whenu is significantly smaller thancA .

We now proceed to compute the growth rates of ob-
liquely propagating fast Alfve´n waves for the case of sub-
Alfvénic fusion ions in TFTR. For any given harmonic,g/Va

depends on the following parameters:15 the wave propaga-
tion angleu ; the dimensionless perpendicular wave number
za ; the bulk ion plasma betabi ; the concentration of fusion
ions j[na/ni ; and the velocity ratiosu/cA , vd/u, andv r /u.
We setj51024, vd/u520.5, andv r /u50.05 for all three
fusion ion species. Given thatcA.2.23107 ms21 in the
TFTR edge plasma@see Fig. 4~j! of Ref. 21#, and using the
fusion ion birth energies quoted in Sec. II, we infer that
u/cA.0.3 ~T!, 0.27~3He!, and 0.5~4He!. If the Doppler shift
kivd is sufficiently large, the growth rates are insensitive to
bi , which we set equal to 1024 @see Fig. 4~g! of Ref. 21#.
The bulk plasma is assumed to be pure deuterium.

Figure 3 showsg as a function ofv8[v2kivd in the
vicinity of v8.2Va for the case of sub-Alfve´nic alpha par-
ticles. The propagation angle is 80°. The dotted line was

obtained from Eq.~8!, and the solid line is an exact numeri-
cal solution of the full dispersion relation. Equation~8!
clearly provides a good approximation to the growth rate,
which, in the rest frame of the fusion ion guiding centers,
peaks at a frequency lying slightly below the cyclotron har-
monic. Heavy damping generally occurs on the high-
frequency side of the Doppler-shifted harmonic, which can
be understood in terms of Eq.~8! by recognizing thatMl is
generally negative andNl is generally positive~at least for
l.1! when za. lu/cA and u,cA . The peak value ofg in
Fig. 3 corresponds to a growth time of about 0.1 ms, which is
much smaller than the observed neutron emission rise time
~see Fig. 1!.

In Table I we list the numerically determined maximum
growth rates inuku space of the first three cyclotron harmon-
ics of T, 3He, and4He for a propagation angle of 80°. The
plasma parameters are identical to those used in Fig. 2. Table
I illustrates the point made above, thatg falls off extremely
rapidly with l wheneveru is significantly less than the Al-
fvén speed. This is particularly true of T and3He. When

FIG. 3. Growth rate of obliquely propagating waves as a function of
v8[v2kivd for the case of sub-Alfve´nic alpha particles in the edge plasma
of TFTR. Numerical results are indicated by a solid line, and analytical
results by a dashed line. The wave propagation angle is 80° and the distri-
bution function parameters are the following:bi51024, j51024, u/cA50.5,
vd/u520.5, andv r /u50.05.

TABLE I. Maximum growth rates of the first three cyclotron harmonics of
T, 3He, and4He. The wave propagation angleu is 80° and the distribution
function parameters are the following:bi51024, j51024, u/cA50.3 ~T!,
0.27 ~3He!, and 0.5~4He!, vd/u520.5, andv r /u50.05. Foru5100°, insta-
bility occurs close to the cyclotron frequency~l51! of 4He.

gmax/Va

Species l51 l52 l53

T 1.631024 7.131028 0
3He 5.131025 3.831027 0
4He 0 5.731025 2.631026
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u580° there is no instability at frequencies lying close to the
alpha particle cyclotron frequency becauseNl,0 at
za.u/cA . This inequality is reversed, however, when
u.90°, in which case instability is possible: settingu5100°,
for example, we find a maximum growth rate atv.Va of the
order of 1025Va .

For the parameter sets used to obtain Table I, one can
easily verify that the transit time damping rate is completely
negligible @see Eq.~31! in Ref. 15#. We infer from this that
our neglect of electron Landau damping is justified.15 The
threshold for instability might be determined instead by col-
lisional damping, which can be incorporated into a linear
stability analysis by adding terms of the formin to the reso-
nant denominators appearing in the dielectric tensor
integrands.27 The collision frequencyn is a complicated
function of velocity, and so the bulk plasma contributions to
the dielectric tensor can no longer be written in terms of the
plasma dispersion function, as in Ref. 15. For this reason, a
completely rigorous treatment of collisional damping would
require a rather detailed analysis, which lies well beyond the
scope of the present paper. However, it has been shown in
Ref. 27 that the effect of particle collisions on various wave
modes is reduced by a near-cancellation of collision terms in
the cold plasma susceptibility. A straightforward calculation
shows that this result holds in the case of fast Alfve´n waves.
Collisional damping is thus expected to be a second-order
effect, smaller than the characteristic particle collision fre-
quency. Evaluating the electron–ion collision frequency
given in Ref. 28, for example, using appropriate values for
ne and the bulk ion temperatureTi in the edge plasma of
TFTR during D–T experiments~1019 m23 and 2 keV!, we
obtain;1026Va . Since the collisional damping rate is ex-
pected to be less than this, we conclude that the growth rates
listed in Table I are unlikely to be significantly affected by
collisions. It should be stressed, moreover, that the growth
rate depends linearly onj, which may increase rapidly to-
ward the plasma edge, because of the steep gradient inni :
the value adopted forj in Fig. 3 and Table I may thus be an
underestimate. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the
growth rate is a sensitive function ofu, and that there is
nothing significant about the value ofu used to obtain Fig. 3
and Table I: 80° is not the maximally unstable propagation
angle.

We have also computed linear growth rates correspond-
ing to fusion ion distributions of the form

f a5
1

2p2uv r iv r'
expS 2

~v i2vd!
2

v r i
2 2

~v'2u!2

v r'
2 D . ~12!

This is similar to Eq.~7!, except that there is now a finite
spread of velocities in the perpendicular direction. Figure 4
showsg as a function ofv8 in the vicinity of v8.2Va for
the case of an alpha particle velocity distribution given by
Eq. ~12!. The wave propagation angle is again 80°, and the
distribution function parameters other thanv r i/u andv r'/u
are identical to those assumed in Fig. 3. In each case
v r i5v r' , the solid, dashed, and dotted lines corresponding,
respectively, tov r i/u50.04, 0.05, and 0.06. We note that a
small increase in the alpha particle velocity spread causes a
massive reduction in the maximum growth rate. Asv r i and

v r' are increased further, the maximum value ofg rapidly
tends to zero. The instability is much more robust, however,
if the fusion ions are super-Alfve´nic. Settingu/cA equal to
1.5, which is representative of alpha particles in the edge
plasma of JET,8 we find linear growth rates of the order of
1025Va , even whenv r i/u5v r'/u50.2. Figure 5 showsg as
a function ofv8 for the case considered in Figs. 3 and 4, with
u/cA51.5 andv r i/u5v r'/u50.1 ~solid line!, 0.125~dashed
line!, and 0.15~dotted line!. As we discussed earlier, the

FIG. 4. Numerically computed growth rate as a function ofv8[v2kivd for
the case of an alpha particle velocity distribution given by Eq.~12!. Only
positive values ofg are shown. The wave propagation angle is again 80° and
the distribution function parameters other thanv r i/u andv r'/u are identical
to those assumed in Fig. 3. In each casev r i5v r' , with v r i/u50.04 ~solid
line!, 0.05 ~dashed line!, and 0.06~dotted line!.

FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 4, except thatu/cA51.5 andv r i/u5v r'/u50.1
~solid line!, 0.125~dashed line!, and 0.15~dotted line!.
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values ofv r i andv r' depend on the size of the large excur-
sion wedge, and also on the degree to which fusion ions in
the center of the plasma have become thermalized. In the
case of JET, the large excursion wedge is relatively small.8

The fusion ion distribution in the outer plasma edge can thus
remain sufficiently narrow in velocity space for instability to
persist, despite collisional broadening off a in the plasma
center. In TFTR the large excursion wedge is larger, and in
the course of time becomes more evenly populated asf a in
the plasma center is broadened by collisions. The effective
values ofv r i andv r' thus rise appreciably, and, according to
Fig. 4, the instability is rapidly switched off.

To demonstrate this effect, we combine our linear stabil-
ity analysis with Eq.~6!, assuming for simplicity that the
latter gives the width in velocity space off a in the plasma
edge. In that case, equating the full width at half-maximum
of the distribution given by Eq.~6! with that of the distribu-
tion given by Eq.~12!, and assumingv r i5v r' , we infer that
v r i5Dv/2~log 2!1/2.0.6Dv. If particle losses are negligible,
na is equal to the time-integrated fusion ion production rate,
and therefore

j[
na

ni
5
R0

ni
E
0

t

sin2S pt8

2t0
Ddt85j0S tt02 1

p
sin

pt

t0
D ,

~13!

wherej0 is a constant. We consider the specific case of wave
emission observed2 at the 3He cyclotron frequency in six
deuterium beam-heated TFTR discharges~shot numbers
73451, 73455, 73456, 73458, 73459, and 73460!, in which
the neutral beam power was 20–22 MW, the plasma current
was 1.8 MA, and the toroidal magnetic field was 4.8 T. We
choose the case of emission at the3He cyclotron frequency
because it can be attributed unambiguously to the presence
of fusion products, rather than beam ions~proton cyclotron
harmonics, for example, are degenerate with even deuteron
harmonics, and therefore ICE driven by fusion protons could
be confused with ICE driven by beam deuterons!. In Fig. 6
the data points joined by dashed lines represent the average
wave amplitude observed in the six discharges during the
150 ms following the start of beam injection. The amplitude
scale is linear, and the units are arbitrary. The noise level in
the original ICE intensity data is about65 dB. The solid
curve in Fig. 6 showsgmax, the maximum growth rate inuku
space of waves withv8.Va and propagation angleu580°.
The parameterDv, from which we obtainv r i andv r' , was
computed as a function of time from Eq.~6!, using the same
values ofne , Te , and t0 as those used to obtain Fig. 2,
namely 231019 m23, 3 keV, and 500 ms. The3He concen-
tration was obtained from Eq.~13!, with j051022. The
model parameters other thanj, v r i , andv r' are identical to
those assumed in Table I. There is a striking correlation be-
tween the time evolution of our computedgmax and the av-
erage observed ICE amplitude: the growth rate peaks at the
same time as the average ICE amplitude, and the two quan-
tities evolve on very similar time scales. Several assumptions
and approximations have been made in order to compute
gmax as a function of time, and we have so far omitted from
our analysis any consideration of wave propagation and non-
linear effects, upon which the time evolution of ICE ampli-

tude must partly depend. The growth rates shown in Fig. 6
are sufficiently high that wave amplification to 30 dB above
the continuum noise level, as observed in D–T experiments
on TFTR,2,3 can occur in a fraction of a millisecond:gmax in
Fig. 6 rises and decays on a much longer time scale. At any
instant, it appears that the observed wave amplitude is
closely correlated with the linear growth rate corresponding
to the plasma and fusion product parameters at that instant. It
is possible that a nonlinear damping process~involving, for
example, wave–wave coupling! rapidly dissipates the wave
energy in the system at any particular time, so that a continu-
ous drive is required in order to maintain the ICE amplitude
over time scales of the order of 100 ms. One would then
expect a temporal correlation between linear growth rate and
wave amplitude, of the type that is apparent in Fig. 6.

Further clear evidence that the intensity and duration of
fusion product-driven ICE depends critically on the value of
u/cA in the outer midplane has emerged recently from TFTR
D–T experiments in which L modes were induced by He gas
puffing.29 The effect of gas puffing was to reducecA in the
edge plasma, causing 3.6 MeV alpha particles to become
super-Alfvénic in that region. At the same time, a very large
~;30 dB! enhancement was observed in the intensity of al-
pha particle-driven ICE. High levels of ICE have also been
observed from L mode discharges in which alpha particles
remained super-Alfve´nic throughout the duration of neutral
beam injection.29 For alpha particles with energies close to
3.6 MeV, the values ofu/cA in the edge plasmas of JET and
TFTR L modes are similar, and so the magnetoacoustic cy-
clotron mode is strongly unstable in both machines, notwith-

FIG. 6. Data points: time evolution of ICE amplitude at the3He cyclotron
frequency, averaged over several deuterium beam-heated TFTR discharges
~shot numbers 73451, 73455, 73456, 73458, 73459, and 73460: see Ref. 2!.
Solid curve: maximum growth rate of obliquely propagating waves at the
same frequency. The wave propagation angle is 80°, and the distribution
function parametersj and v r i/u ~the latter assumed equal tov r'/u! are
computed as a function of time, in accordance with the model described in
Ref. 21, usingne5231019 m23, Te53 keV, andt05500 ms. The3He con-
centration was evaluated using Eq.~13!, with j051022. The parameters
other thanj, v r i , andv r' are identical to those assumed in Table I. Note that
the ICE amplitude is plotted on a linear scale.
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standing the fact that the large excursion wedge in TFTR
becomes more evenly populated during the course of the
discharge.

Although this paper is concerned primarily with the
physics of the ICE emission mechanism in the localized
source region, let us consider briefly the question of wave
propagation. The ICE detectors on TFTR are mounted in the
vertical plane of the magnetic axis, i.e. at poloidal angles of
roughly 690° relative to the outer midplane. The spectral
peak frequencies, however, indicate quite clearly that the
emission originates from the outer midplane edge. We infer
that the observed waves propagate predominantly in the po-
loidal direction, rather than the radial direction, and, further-
more, can propagate without being strongly damped in re-
gions of the plasma that do not contain significant numbers
of fusion products. These facts are entirely consistent with
wave excitation via the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instabil-
ity. As we noted above, transit time damping and electron
Landau damping are negligible ifki is sufficiently small.
Bulk ion cyclotron damping is not negligible, and could at-
tenuate the wave to some extent if it passes through a region
in which v.sV i , for some integers. In the case of alpha
particles in a deuterium plasma,Va5Vi , and, since the mag-
netic field has a minimum value at the outer midplane, a
poloidally propagating wave that is generated in that region
at v,Va5Vi is unaffected by bulk cyclotron damping.
Given the aspect ratio of the TFTR plasma~R0/a.3!, it is
straightforward to show also that a wave generated in the
outer midplane atv&2Va never encounters a region in
whichv.Vi , and so the second harmonic is not affected by
cyclotron damping either. A wave generated at the third al-
pha particle harmonic, on the other hand, can undergo sec-
ond harmonic bulk cyclotron damping during the course of
its poloidal circuit. At higher harmonics, bulk cyclotron
damping is generally weak, and is only significant over a
narrow range of frequencies in the vicinity ofsV i ~see, for
example, Fig. 2 in Ref. 15!. Thus, damping will only occur in
a thin layer of plasma, within whichv lies sufficiently close
to sV i , and the aggregate bulk cyclotron damping in one
circuit of the poloidal cross section will generally be small.
We noted from Fig. 3 that heavy cyclotron damping, due to
the fusion products themselves, frequently occurs on the
high-frequency side of the Doppler-shifted cyclotron har-
monic. This will have no effect on a poloidally propagating
wave withv2kivd& lVa in the outer midplane edge, since
such a wave never encounters a region containing significant
numbers of fusion products in which the opposite inequality
is satisfied.

On both experimental and theoretical grounds, it is thus
reasonable to suppose that waves excited by the magnetoa-
coustic cyclotron instability in the outer midplane can propa-
gate many times around the poloidal cross section, undergo-
ing successive cumulative increments as they pass through
the region populated by fusion products, i.e. the outer mid-
plane. In this region, the magnetic field varies only weakly
with poloidal angle, and so the cyclotron resonance condition
v2kivd5 lVa will be approximately satisfied over a suffi-
ciently large section of the ray to give significant
amplification.4 A wave propagating radially outward, on the

other hand, would traverse only once a narrow region of
diminishing magnetic field, in which the density is also rap-
idly varying. We would not expect such a wave to undergo
significant amplification in a single pass through the plasma
edge. The wave could be reflected near the plasma edge, due
to the fast wave cutoff, but it would then propagate to the
center of the plasma, where strong cyclotron damping would
occur: multiple passes of the outer midplane edge are not
possible in such cases. Some radial propagation must occur
in order for the wave to reach the detector outside the
plasma, but this could occur when the wave has already been
amplified to the observed level.

It appears likely that ICE originates from the outer mid-
plane edge, essentially because of the existence of large ex-
cursion orbits for centrally born alpha particles~see, for ex-
ample, Fig. 15 of Ref. 8!, and the consequently unstable
character of the local fusion product velocity distribution at
the outer midplane. However, the line profile asymmetry that
is apparent in Fig. 3 may also have some bearing on radial
localization. Although, as we have seen, the most favorable
conditions for instability occur at the outer midplane edge, it
is possible that wave excitation might occur deep inside the
plasma if the local fusion product velocity distribution were
sufficiently narrow. This condition is unlikely to be satisfied
~see, for example, the measured core alpha particle velocity
distribution shown in Fig. 14 of Ref. 30!. However, even if
f a deep inside the plasma were sufficiently narrow for waves
to be generated, such waves would generally encounter a
diminishing magnetic field as they propagated to the plasma
edge, and consequently would undergo strong cyclotron
damping in regions wherev2kivd* lVa .

15 The observed
radial localization of the wave source may thus reflect not
only the locally unstable nature of the fusion product veloc-
ity distribution in that region, but also the fact that any waves
generated deep inside the plasma would be strongly damped
because of propagation effects. One could, in principle, use
the observed width in frequency space of ICE harmonics to
deduce information about the radial or poloidal extent of the
wave source, but in the case ofkiÞ0 there is an intrinsic line
width arising from Doppler broadening,15 which would exist
even if the plasma were homogeneous, and which may ex-
plain the observed doublet structure of the ICE spectral
peaks observed in JET. The existence of Doppler broadening
makes it difficult to infer information about radial propaga-
tion from the observed emission profile.

A more quantitative discussion of propagation effects
would require a full wave calculation, and is beyond the
scope of the present paper. Our main aim here has been to
establish the extent to which fusion product-driven ICE in
TFTR D–T discharges can be understood in terms of linear
theory in the locally uniform approximation, without having
to consider spatial variations in plasma parameters.

Wave emission has been observed at several sequential
cyclotron harmonics of the fusion product3He in pure deu-
terium beam-heated discharges in TFTR:2,3 there is no clear
evidence of the intensity falling off rapidly with harmonic
number, as implied by the linear growth rates in Table I. Our
model does, however, demonstrate the essential point that
obliquely propagating fast Alfve´n waves can be destabilized
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by a sub-Alfvénic population of fusion products at frequen-
cies close to their low cyclotron harmonics. As we noted in
the Introduction, strictly perpendicular propagating fast Al-
fvén waves cannot be destabilized in the absence of super-
Alfvénic ions. The inclusion of finiteki draws in additional
physics,15 which, in combination with velocity space anisot-
ropy, makes instability possible in the sub-Alfve´nic régime.
The importance of anisotropy in related electromagnetic in-
stabilities has been known for some time~see, for example,
Refs. 31 and 32, and references therein!.

It is possible that the observed emission at harmonics
l>3 is the result of nonlinear wave–wave interactions, or,
alternatively, that the inability of our model to predict insta-
bility at high l is simply due to the limitations of Eq.~7! and
Eq. ~13! as representations of fusion ion distributions in the
TFTR edge plasma. In the next section we prove, however,
that f a must at least be anisotropic in order for sub-Alfve´nic
ions to drive the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability at all.

V. STABILITY OF ISOTROPIC FUSION IONS IN TFTR

The perturbative analysis used to derive Eq.~8! can be
generalized in a straightforward way to the case of a gyro-
tropic but otherwise arbitrary energetic ion distribution. Fol-
lowing the method outlined in Ref. 15, we obtain

g5
vpa
2

vpi
2

V i
4

@V i1~v2V i !Ni
2#@V i2~v1V i !Ni

2#

p2

vki

3F S v22V i
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V i
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1S v22V i
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2 and the matrix elementsTi j are given by
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where

Fi j ~v'!5S ~ lJ l /z!2 lJ lJl8/z

2 lJ lJl8/z ~Jl8!2
D , ~16!

the argument ofJl being z[k'v'/Va . Equations~15! and
~16! can be derived using the expressions for the dielectric
tensor elements given, for example, in Ref. 33. We have
taken the limit of smallg, in which case one may use the
Landau prescription to evaluate the imaginary parts of the
dielectric tensor elements.33

The integrals in Eq.~15! can be readily evaluated for the
case of an isotropic infinitely thin shell distribution of ener-
getic ions,

f a5
1

4pu2
d~v2u!. ~17!

Distributions of this type were used in Refs. 12–14 to study
the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability in the case of
strictly perpendicular propagation~ki50!. In Ref. 14,f a was
taken to be an isotropic shell of finite thickness. It is clear
from these studies that instability cannot occur ifki50 and
u,cA . Substituting Eq.~17! into Eq. ~15!, we obtain, for
uv2 lVauÞkiu,
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where the Bessel function argument is now

z05S za
22

tan2u~v2 lVa!2

Va
2 D 1/2<za . ~19!

The Heaviside function in Eq.~18! has the effect of making
g identically zero outside a range of frequencies given by
v5 lVa6kiu. The relevant value ofza is again lu/cA . If
u,cA , bothJl and its first derivative are then positive, and it
is clear that every term in Eq.~18! makes a negative contri-
bution tog, so that fast Alfve´n waves are damped. Since Eq.
~17! represents the most singular~and presumably therefore
the least stable! form of isotropic distribution, it follows
from this that fast Alfve´n waves cannot be destabilized by an
isotropic distribution of sub-Alfve´nic energetic ions. Our

model for the emission mechanism thus implies that the dis-
tribution of fusion products in the edge plasma of TFTR
cannot be isotropic. One can easily find values ofu/cA.1,
on the other hand, which yieldg.0 in Eq. ~18!. In contrast
to the sub-Alfvénic case, isotropic distributions of super-
Alfvénic ions can thus destabilize both perpendicular propa-
gating waves12–14and obliquely propagating waves.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Confined fusion products created in the center of the
TFTR plasma can undergo large excursion orbits to the
plasma edge, where, during the early stages of beam-heated
supershot discharges, they are likely to have a narrow range
of sub-Alfvénic speeds and a highly anisotropic pitch angle
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distribution. In those circumstances the magnetoacoustic cy-
clotron instability can occur locally, giving rise to the exci-
tation of obliquely propagating waves at frequencies lying
close to fusion product cyclotron harmonics: such waves
may be observed as ion cyclotron emission~ICE!. The
monotonically decreasing character of the fusion product dis-
tribution deeper inside the plasma30 means that ICE is un-
likely to be generated there; in any case, waves generated
deep inside the plasma are likely to be strongly damped be-
fore reaching the detectors, because of propagation effects.15

The location of the detectors, at poloidal angles of690°
relative to the midplane, implies that the waves propagate
poloidally from the source region: poloidal propagation ap-
pears to be essential, in any case, in order for waves excited
via the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability to be amplified
to the observed levels. If the fusion ions have an isotropic
but otherwise arbitrary distribution, the instability cannot oc-
cur in the sub-Alfve´nic regime, either for oblique or perpen-
dicular propagation, although it can still operate in the super-
Alfvénic regime characteristic of the JET H-mode outer
midplane. Observations of fusion ion-driven ion cyclotron
emission~ICE! in beam-heated TFTR discharges, if attribut-
able to the magnetoacoustic cyclotron instability, can thus be
used to set constraints on the velocity–space distribution of
fusion ions in the edge plasma.

Further diagnostic information has been obtained by
studying the time evolution of ICE spectral structure. Using
a simple analytical model due to Sigmar,23 one can compute
the width in velocity space of the alpha particle population in
the plasma center as a function of time. This model, com-
bined with calculations of magnetoacoustic cyclotron insta-
bility growth rates for oblique propagation, indicates that the
observed disappearance of fusion-driven ICE during the
course of beam-heated supershot discharges in TFTR may be
due to collisional broadening of the fusion ion population
occurring more rapidly than the replenishment of the distri-
bution by newly created ions. The time evolution of the com-
puted maximum growth rate closely follows the observed
time evolution of ICE amplitude, averaged over several
TFTR supershot discharges: in order to fully understand the
reasons for this correlation, it may be necessary to consider
nonlinear processes, such as wave–wave coupling, which lie
beyond the scope of the present paper. In the case of JET, the
edge plasma is accessible to fusion ions with a narrower
range of energies and pitch angles, and the magnetoacoustic
cyclotron instability is consequently stronger. Furthermore,
because fusion ions in JET are super-Alfve´nic, the instability
is, in any case, much less vulnerable to stabilization due to
velocity space broadening. Recent studies of TFTR L modes
provide further confirmation that the Alfve´n speed in the
outer midplane plays a crucial role in determining both the
strength and the longevity of fusion product-driven ICE.29

We thus have a convincing explanation of the fact that
whereas fusion product-driven ICE in JET is continuous, the
corresponding process in TFTR supershots only persists for
about 100 ms after the onset of neutron emission. ICE thus
provides a unique diagnostic of the early slowing-down evo-
lution of the fusion alpha particle population in TFTR.
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